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Executive Summary of Proposed Changes to ROCC Constitution and Bylaws 

 

1. Formatting etc.– many changes in formatting were made for consistency and correctness:  the cover page, 

footnote, headings, sub-headings, capitalization, some punctuation, and the way Scripture references were 

listed in the document - were modified. Sections numbers were updated to adjust for added sections. The Table 

of Contents was updated, and the new section numbers and page numbers are used below in this document. 

2. Standing Rules were introduced (p. 6 and p. 23 -subsection 7.12) as a vehicle to document policy decisions by 

the Elder Board for items that are intended to be able to be modified by a majority Elder vote. The Bylaws, in 

contrast, are intended to NOT be easily changed and require ratification of the Membership for changes.   

3. Section 3. Doctrinal Statement (p.7) was divided into Major and Minor subsections. The other change of 

substance was to delete the following sentence from the subsection 3.2.03 The Church (p.11), “Women play a 

vital role in the life of the church but in keeping with God’s created design, they are not permitted “to teach or to 

have authority over a man.” (1Tim.2:11).” (This sentence often raised several questions.  Rather than including a 

paragraph of explanation which would suggest inappropriate significance for this point of doctrine, the decision 

was made to delete it from the Bylaws and address it outside the Bylaws as needed.) 

4. A new section 4. Additional Beliefs (p. 14) was added which contains subsections 4.01 Sanctity of Life and 4.02 

Marriage, Gender and Sexuality. The belief statements from the Marriage Addendum ratified in May, 2013, 

were included in addition to extra language. The policy portion of the previous Marriage Addendum was added 

as subsection 12.07 Policies Related to Marriage, Gender, and Sexuality in the section 12 Miscellaneous 

Provisions.  Recommendations from a document from the Alliance Defending Freedom organization entitled “5 

Actions Churches Should Take In a Changing Legal Culture” were considered in adding this sectiosection.n and 

the related policies in section 12.07. (This document was endorsed by Wayne Grudem and Russell Moore). 

5. In section 5 Church Membership (p. 16) new subsections were added or re-organized including: 5.01 

Membership, 5.02 Process for Becoming a Member, and 5.03 Membership Expectations and Responsibilities. 

The Membership process will be detailed in a Standing Rule.  

6. Language was changed in section 6 Meetings (p. 18) concerning several minor provisions. Subsection 6.5 Voting 

was modified for consistency and a new item was added to the list of items members shall have an opportunity 

to vote on, item (e.) amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws which requires an affirmative vote of 75% of 

the Members casting a vote. 

7. In section 7. Elders (p. 20) the Elder 7.02 Qualifications were clarified. The 7.05 Term of Office was modified to 

start at the prescribed term, and a provision was added allowing the Elder board to extend the three year term 

of an existing Elder up to an additional three years without being re-presented to the Membership for a vote of 

acceptance. 7.11 Action of The Board of Elders was clarified for quorum and vote requirements, and the 

aforementioned 7.12 Standing Rules provision was added. 

8. In section 8. Church Officers (p. 25), 8.02 Election was modified to be conducted by the end of the first meeting 

of the year. In 8.04 Powers and Duties of Officers, the Secretary’s duties were expanded to include care and 

custody of the Standing Rules, and the language for the Treasurer’s responsibilities was modified to say “have 

responsibility for” since much of this will be delegated.  The language for the Treasurer to backfill for an absent 

or disabled Chairman was modified to “the Treasurer or another Elder.” In 8.06 Vacancies, the phrase “to 

complete the current term” was added for clarification. 

9. In section 9.  Senior Pastor (p. 28), subsection 9.01 Qualifications, the second sentence was modified to read:  

“He shall be in agreement with Section 2 Purpose, Object, and Affiliation, Section 3 Doctrinal Statement, and 

Section 4 Additional Beliefs of this document. He shall be willing to submit to, abide by, and uphold the 

Constitution and Bylaws of River Oaks Community Church.” 
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10. In section 12.  Miscellaneous Provisions, subsection 12.06 Deposits was renamed to Financial Transactions and 

expanded to include credit cards and the guidelines for all financial transactions will be prescribed in a Standing 

Rule. As previously mentioned, 12.07 Policies Related to Marriage, Gender, and Sexuality was added, 

stipulating a) all persons in leadership capacities and teachers and materials taught, must agree to and abide by 

the Statement on Marriage, Gender, and Sexuality 4.02; b) all persons employed by ROCC in a capacity with 

duties that directly further the religious mission, must agree to and abide by the Statement on Marriage, 

Gender, and Sexuality 4.02, and c) the marriage/wedding ceremony policies previously in the Marriage 

Addendum were added here.  

11. In section 13. Amendment of Bylaws, the provision for Elders to be able to amend the Bylaws without the 

ratification of the Members was removed.  The ratification of the Bylaws by the Members was changed to 

require a 75% affirmative vote of the Members casting a vote. 

 

The “Before Changes” version of the Constitution and Bylaws, the 2013 Marriage Addendum. an “After Changes” 

version of the Constitution and Bylaws, and an “After Changes with Markups” version of the Constitution and Bylaws 

are all available for your reading and reference. They may be accessed at this link: 

   http://therocc.org/uncategorized/proposed-changes-to-the-rocc-constitution-and-bylaws/  

http://therocc.org/uncategorized/proposed-changes-to-the-rocc-constitution-and-bylaws/

